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Education

Central Saint Martins

Bachelors Degree Fashion Communication, Fashion Journalism                                                       2016-2020

Central Saint Martins

Foundation Diploma in Art and Design - Fashion Communication                                                   2015-2016

Work History

LN-CC - Freelance Copywriter
Working at LN-CC I have a great deal of knowledge around the marketing and sales side of the industry, 
with first-hand experience in producing SEO friendly-content on a daily basis, quite often under time 
pressure. Writing descriptions for a wide range of luxury products, I have refined and perfected my use of 
fashion-based terminology, working within a varied team of buyers, producers and content creators and 
working with CMS and coding. 

Financial Times: How To Spend It  - Editorial Freelancer
Beginning as an intern at How To Spend It at the Financial Times provided me with indispensable 
experience in sub-editing, organisation and editorial research in a high-pressure news environment. At  How 
To Spend It I worked on fact checking up to 10 pieces of copy a day and editing both print and on-line  
pieces. I assisted in putting together flat plans, managing the archive & back issues, editorial research and 
sourcing items for shoots. 

GQ - Editorial Intern
Working at GQ has given me experience  in the world of magazine journalism and producing online content. 
Working mostly with the Junior Style Editor,, my main job was managing the shortlisting phase of the 
2020 edition of the Grooming Awards, compiling and calling in over 200 products and keeping the fashion 
& grooming cupboards organised. I also assisted with transcribing interviews, proof reading copy and 
researching for online features.

SHOWstudio - Editorial Intern
At SHOWstudio I worked closely within the editorial team. I provided paid production assistance on 
projects and shoots with Nick Knight. I also transcribed interviews, managed social media channels and 
provided research for panels and features. 

Osman - Assistant to the Branding & Communications Director
Working at the fashion label, Osman, my job focused on producing visual and written content for social 
media using Osman’s archive of photographs, illustrations and press coverage. In addition to this I also 
assisted on look book shoots, castings and research for the Spring Summer 2019 presentation.


